
Customized audio solutions for hotels



You can find a partner in EGi for:

-Bathroom audio speaker and Bluetooth® /

TV volume controller.

-Standalone systems for meeting rooms,

gyms or terraces.

-Full standard or IP BGM/PA system.

-Media hubs: connect and charge.

-Multiroom audio for residential /

appartments (KNX).

-Assistance systems for guests with

disabilities.



Audio and connectivity

for hotels

At EGi we believe that each project must 

reflect the personality of our customers, 

this is why our systems are designed to 

meet all their needs.

Our audio solutions will surprise and 

delight your guests while they enjoy their 

stay in your hotel through the music. 

EGi provides a complete experience 

from the lobby to the rooms, where your 

guests will be able to listen to their 

music by connecting their smart 

devices to the installed modules.

EGi ref. 1210.10H



Your room, your music

Your guests can synchronize their devices 

with the integrated modules and enjoy 

themselves. No need to worry about the 

volume, thanks to the possibility to amplify or 

limit it depending on your needs. 

With EGi’s Bluetooth® modules, design, 

customization and usability meet to turn 

the hotel room into a full multimedia 

experience.
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Bluetooth® / TV volume controller for 

bathroom audio 
   

Add value to your bathroom allowing your guests to 

listen to their bedroom TV or their audio content of 

their own device.

It’s a simple solution for the guest entertaiment and 

comfort, made of one amplified volume controller and 

one to two speakers.

Available in 230V and 12-15V. 

Note: in case your TV only has an optical output, please add a converter.

External power 

supply only needed 

in case the volume 

controller must be 

powered at 12-15V.
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03001.LI

230 V~

Audio coaxial cable

From bedroom TV analog output

Volume Controller

(Mono)

1 speaker of 16Ω or 

2 speakers of 32Ω in paralell

TV external amplifier for 

bathroom speaker

Make your bedroom TV sound clearer and louder thanks to 

EGi small amplifier to be hidden behind the TV or in false 

ceiling.

This solution will provide a quality sound in the bathroom.

Volume control is done through a rotary knob.

Note: in case your TV only has an optical output, please add a converter.

03001.LIN



Music

without limits

We provide an endless range of connectivity 

possibilities for your guests.

EGi’s Bluetooth® control units include HDMI and 

USB ports to charge any mobile devices while 

playing movies and sound.

EGi ref. 1210.10H + 05023H
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GRMS (third party) integration.  

Audio integration with GRMS is definitely a lack 

to be filled and which we want to remedy with a 

remarkable complement to our hospitality range 

within the end of the year.

Thanks to our worldwide partners, we have de-

fined the main features in order to match hotel 

needs as much as possible. 

Audio sources: Bluetooth® & TV: The TV is hard 

wired to the speakers via our amplifier, and prio-

rity is given to Bluetooth® once paired to a device.

The volume control input (Vvol) is suitable 

for use with a DC voltage between 0 and 10V.

GRMS Screen

GRMS interface

0-10V analogue inputs

TV

EGi Amplifier

Coming soon.

110-230V~
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Customization and safety

To achieve the balance between comfort and 

safety, EGi has a call assistance kit with pull

cords, call push-buttons and emergency sig-

nals to guarantee the wellbeing of your guests.

The system can work as standalone  kits or as 

a full IP system connected to the main desk.



Quality sound

where it matters most

One of the main services offered by hotels is the 

use of conference rooms for business and priva-

te events.

EGi offers a wide range of speakers that provide 

a clear and defined sound in any part of the room. 

It’s easy to connect the laptop, tablet or 

smart-phone with our multimedia modules.





EGi MODULES  & SPEAKERS

REF.             FEATURES

1210.10H     Bluetooth® control unit with AUX/TV audio input and  PIN. White.

41515H        Bluetooth® control unit with AUX/TV audio input and PIN. Black. 

         

        (Frames not included)

05024H        In wall bluetooth® receiver, USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. White.

05015H        In wall bluetooth® receiver, USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. Black. 

         

        (Frames not included)

41020           Bluetooth® Wall Radio Kit, USB mp3, headphones and line IN.

        Double white frame included. 

        Only for residential / appartment. 

41519           Bluetooth® amplifier. Ideal for false ceilings.  

       

41517        Bluetooth® / FM / Aux. amplifier. Multiroom option, wiith remote 

        control 41514.  

        Only for residential / appartment. 

03002.16      Volume attenuator for low impedance. Black and white.

       

        (Frames not included)

                     2” wall speakers. 

        Black and white.

      

        (Frames not included)

                     3”, 5” and 8” frameless ceiling speakers with round metal grille.

        Black and white.

        Available in low impedance and 100 V line. 

        Suitable for hotel bathrooms.

                     Professional Line Array for indoor and outdoor use.

        Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

                     Bluetooth subwoofers. Autoamplified for satellite speakers.

        Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

For more information, please visit www.egiaudio.com



EGi REFERENCE PROJECTS

ME Hotel ***** (London)

Marsa Malaz Kempinski***** (The Pearl - Doha)

Jumeirah Saadiyat Island Resort***** 
(Abu Dhabi)

Gustave Hotel **** (Paris)

Hilton Garden Inn Al Mina **** (Dubai)Hotel Du Rond Point des 

Champs Elysées **** (Paris)

Room Mate Gorka **** (San Sebastián)Novotel ***** (Madagascar)

Vendome Hotel ***** (Lusail Entertainment City) Fairmont Hotel by Eagle Hills ***** (Rabat)



ELECTROACÚSTICA GENERAL IBÉRICA S.A.

HEADQUARTERS 

Av. Almozara, 79 • 50003 Saragossa - SPAIN 

E-mail: info@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 53 53 • Fax: +34 976 40 53 54

EXPORT DEPARTMENT 

E-mail: export@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 53 56

PROJECT CONSULTING / TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE 

E-mail: sat_consultas@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 46 77 • Fax: +34 976 40 53 54

EMEA area manager: Pauline Marty

paulinemar@egiaudio.com 

m: 0034 609 067 365

www.egiaudio.com


